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No Dead Monkeys is the essential communications handbook for startups. In clear, easy to
understand language, authors Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan Englert deliver a step-by-step
approach that will help your venture use communication to thrive from Day One while
sidestepping catastrophe along the way. Learn more at www.nodeadmonkeys.com

Once again, Chris demonstrates why he was an expert in the most elite military force. A must
read for those serious about hitting the target. --Ryan Zinke, CDR SEAL Team 6, US
CongressmanYou literally can t find the techniques taught in this book anywhere else because
Chris developed them! He taught the US Navy SEALs to become masters of shooting under
extreme conditions and now he s offering you the same opportunity. --Scott McEwen, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Co-Author AMERICAN SNIPER and the national Bestselling Sniper Elite
series of novels.I've known Chris since our days together in the SEAL Teams, and his dedication
and ability is and always has been impressive. With this book, as well as in his previous
publications, he has taken a difficult and sometimes mysterious skill set and has re-thought,
clarified, and adapted the material to make it much more accessible for the beginner and the
expert alike. Chris would be my first choice to teach shooting to my friends and family. Don't miss
this book! --Joel Lambert, Former Navy SEAL, Discovery Channel, Lone TargetAbout the
AuthorChris Sajnog is a retired Navy SEAL Master Firearms Instructor, Neural-Pathway Training
(NPT) Expert, speaker and Disabled Veteran Small Business Owner. He is one of the most
experienced and respected firearms trainers in the world, being hand-selected to develop the
training for the US Navy SEAL Sniper program. As a Navy SEAL he was the senior sniper
instructor, a certified Master Training Specialist (MTS), BUD/S and advanced training
marksmanship instructor. After retiring from the SEAL Teams in 2009 to spend time with his
family, Chris began training civilians and law enforcement officers. He is the founder of the New
Rules of Marksmanship, a revolutionary approach to firearms training and has a passion for
finding innovative ways to teach elite-level shooting skills online as rapidly as possible to his
students. He is a federal and state certified firearms instructor and has trained DOD, DHS, FBI,
CIA, Law Enforcement, and multiple foreign allies in all aspects of combat weapons handling,
marksmanship, and tactics. He lives in San Diego, CA with his wife Laura and two boys, Caden
and Owen.
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No Dead MonkeysThe Communications Survival Guide for StartupsBy Jeremy Kirk and
Jonathan EnglertCopyright 2015 Kirk and EnglertAndiron PressNo Dead MonkeysThe
Communications Survival Guide for Startups Copyright © 2015 by Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan
EnglertCover by Suji ParkAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form
by any electronic or mechanical means including photocopying, recording, or information
storage and retrieval without permission in writing from the authors.Book WebsiteEmail:
info@andirongroup.comChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter
7About the AuthorsChapter 1Why Monkeys MatterBetween us we have worked with and
reported on a lot of companies. A whole lot. Mainly tech. Large and small. Established and
fledgling. Cockamamie and brilliant. We have witnessed insane dysfunction that hobbled
otherwise promising ventures, and wise management that converted ordinary ideas into
enduring business propositions.When you do what we do, you get a front-row seat on a venture.
It's almost forensic. You see how people think and act--often in moments of crisis--and you see
how that thinking translates into internal operations as well as into the public square. People are
either across the table from you asking for advice on how to answer a journalist's question, or
you are the journalist and they are occupying the hot seat.Over time, we each began to identify
common elements among those ventures that succeeded and those that didn't. In fact, these
elements seemed to pop up again and again with such regularity, it became clear that products,
personalities and business plans aside, there was something universal happening here that no
one was really talking about with the clarity or emphasis it deserved.Ironically, that universal
thing that no one was talking about was communications. In one way or another, all of those
critical elements we were seeing could be traced back to it.Communications was the
touchstone. Expressing clearly and consistently what one did was the key, not only to knowing it
yourself and letting others know it, but actually to doing it well day after day. Even more,
communications could and should shape strategy, drive effective management, help discover
and carve out new markets and unlock opportunity far beyond merely grabbing a headline or
generating some online buzz.Yet despite fundamental aspect, it was often treated as an
afterthought, something that could pretty much be done on the fly, and frequently only invited
into the venture equation long after the planning was done and serious mistakes had already
been planted deep into a startup's fabric–setting up the perfect hiding place for tomorrow's
obvious failures.One day, frustrated by the latest consequences of this standard model, we
decided to join forces and write No Dead Monkeys so that anyone could equip themselves with
some basic principles, a few corrective measures and a set of tools and rules that we think
inevitably reside at the heart of most genuinely successful ventures.No Dead Monkeys isn't
about dictating a list of unbreakable steps, killing imagination and individual inspiration in the
process. It would be foolish to suggest that there is a single path for a successful venture any
more than there is a single unwavering path for a human being in this life. Eccentricity is often



tomorrow's normal. It can be vital for success and to hamper it can be fatal, especially in the
early days. This truth particularly applies to how you communicate. One organization's proven
way of communicating could be another's disaster, something no one else could get away
with.For this reason, we wanted this book to be a short and hopefully potent one, distilling hard-
won lessons into a cross between a handbook that can be dipped into for functional day-to-day
guidance and a source of solid principles worth revisiting and re-enforcing as your venture
grows--wherever you are, whether it's Silicon Valley, Berlin, Tel Aviv, Bangalore, London, São
Paulo, New York, Singapore or Sydney. Why No Dead Monkeys? Stick around, you'll find out. --
Jeremy and Jonathan Chapter 2A Brief but Sad Story to Sober Up Even the Wildest of
MonkeysSee, you didn't need to wait long at all for us to get down to dead monkeys. And we
promise that soon you'll be seeing monkeys at risk all around you. The prospect of dead
monkeys threaten every venture from the young startup to the more mature. Conversely, and
here's the good news, being aware of the reality of dead monkeys will make your organization
remarkably strong, resilient and integrated.So dead monkeys is just a figure of speech, right?
Alas, the dead monkeys we are talking about are only too real and were once very much alive.
Even worse, they lived in a world famous zoo, which we will not name lest we get sued. Here's
the story as told to us by a leading technology executive with firsthand knowledge of the sad
chain of events.The zoo was making a transition from the old, non-computer way of running
things to an incredibly complex system that promised to manage almost everything with
automatic ease. The system was put into place and everyone was focused on making sure it
hummed along. Engineers tinkered. Developers fixed lines of code. Consultants consulted. And
then monkeys began to die. One after the other. Kaput.What happened? Someone had forgotten
to feed the monkeys. The system was supposed to have taken care of that as it deftly juggled
work schedules and feeding times. Except it hadn't. And when it hadn't there was no mitigating
common sense to prevent disaster. Looking back the fix seemed obvious, but by that time the
monkeys were already dead.We chose the name for this book because as Schopenhauer said:
even the gods fight in vain against stupidity. Anyone who has spent ten minutes in the corporate
world knows that stupidity is alive and well, fostered by group think, no-skin-in-the-game
management and an over-reliance on technology and process. But despite the lean and mean
facade and the bootstrap ethos of the supposedly smart startup world, stupidity is alive and well
there too. The main difference being that in the big corporation stupidity causes stagnation and
atrophy, while in the startup world, in which a massive number of ventures fail, stupidity causes
almost certain death.No Dead MonkeysThe Communications Survival Guide for StartupsBy
Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan EnglertCopyright 2015 Kirk and EnglertAndiron PressNo Dead
MonkeysThe Communications Survival Guide for StartupsBy Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan
EnglertCopyright 2015 Kirk and EnglertAndiron PressNo Dead MonkeysThe Communications
Survival Guide for Startups Copyright © 2015 by Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan EnglertCover by
Suji ParkAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form by any
electronic or mechanical means including photocopying, recording, or information storage and



retrieval without permission in writing from the authors.Book WebsiteEmail:
info@andirongroup.comNo Dead MonkeysThe Communications Survival Guide for
Startups Copyright © 2015 by Jeremy Kirk and Jonathan EnglertCover by Suji ParkAll rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form by any electronic or mechanical
means including photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval without
permission in writing from the authors.ISBN-13: 978-0-9944475-1-7ISBN-10:
0-9944475-1-5Book WebsiteEmail: info@andirongroup.comChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter
3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7About the AuthorsChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter
3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7About the AuthorsChapter 1Why Monkeys
MatterBetween us we have worked with and reported on a lot of companies. A whole lot. Mainly
tech. Large and small. Established and fledgling. Cockamamie and brilliant. We have witnessed
insane dysfunction that hobbled otherwise promising ventures, and wise management that
converted ordinary ideas into enduring business propositions.When you do what we do, you get
a front-row seat on a venture. It's almost forensic. You see how people think and act--often in
moments of crisis--and you see how that thinking translates into internal operations as well as
into the public square. People are either across the table from you asking for advice on how to
answer a journalist's question, or you are the journalist and they are occupying the hot seat.Over
time, we each began to identify common elements among those ventures that succeeded and
those that didn't. In fact, these elements seemed to pop up again and again with such regularity,
it became clear that products, personalities and business plans aside, there was something
universal happening here that no one was really talking about with the clarity or emphasis it
deserved.Ironically, that universal thing that no one was talking about was communications. In
one way or another, all of those critical elements we were seeing could be traced back to
it.Communications was the touchstone. Expressing clearly and consistently what one did was
the key, not only to knowing it yourself and letting others know it, but actually to doing it well day
after day. Even more, communications could and should shape strategy, drive effective
management, help discover and carve out new markets and unlock opportunity far beyond
merely grabbing a headline or generating some online buzz.Yet despite fundamental aspect, it
was often treated as an afterthought, something that could pretty much be done on the fly, and
frequently only invited into the venture equation long after the planning was done and serious
mistakes had already been planted deep into a startup's fabric–setting up the perfect hiding
place for tomorrow's obvious failures.One day, frustrated by the latest consequences of this
standard model, we decided to join forces and write No Dead Monkeys so that anyone could
equip themselves with some basic principles, a few corrective measures and a set of tools and
rules that we think inevitably reside at the heart of most genuinely successful ventures.No Dead
Monkeys isn't about dictating a list of unbreakable steps, killing imagination and individual
inspiration in the process. It would be foolish to suggest that there is a single path for a
successful venture any more than there is a single unwavering path for a human being in this life.
Eccentricity is often tomorrow's normal. It can be vital for success and to hamper it can be fatal,



especially in the early days. This truth particularly applies to how you communicate. One
organization's proven way of communicating could be another's disaster, something no one else
could get away with.For this reason, we wanted this book to be a short and hopefully potent one,
distilling hard-won lessons into a cross between a handbook that can be dipped into for
functional day-to-day guidance and a source of solid principles worth revisiting and re-enforcing
as your venture grows--wherever you are, whether it's Silicon Valley, Berlin, Tel Aviv, Bangalore,
London, São Paulo, New York, Singapore or Sydney. Why No Dead Monkeys? Stick around,
you'll find out. -- Jeremy and Jonathan Chapter 1Why Monkeys MatterBetween us we have
worked with and reported on a lot of companies. A whole lot. Mainly tech. Large and small.
Established and fledgling. Cockamamie and brilliant. We have witnessed insane dysfunction that
hobbled otherwise promising ventures, and wise management that converted ordinary ideas into
enduring business propositions.When you do what we do, you get a front-row seat on a venture.
It's almost forensic. You see how people think and act--often in moments of crisis--and you see
how that thinking translates into internal operations as well as into the public square. People are
either across the table from you asking for advice on how to answer a journalist's question, or
you are the journalist and they are occupying the hot seat.Over time, we each began to identify
common elements among those ventures that succeeded and those that didn't. In fact, these
elements seemed to pop up again and again with such regularity, it became clear that products,
personalities and business plans aside, there was something universal happening here that no
one was really talking about with the clarity or emphasis it deserved.Ironically, that universal
thing that no one was talking about was communications. In one way or another, all of those
critical elements we were seeing could be traced back to it.Communications was the
touchstone. Expressing clearly and consistently what one did was the key, not only to knowing it
yourself and letting others know it, but actually to doing it well day after day. Even more,
communications could and should shape strategy, drive effective management, help discover
and carve out new markets and unlock opportunity far beyond merely grabbing a headline or
generating some online buzz.Yet despite fundamental aspect, it was often treated as an
afterthought, something that could pretty much be done on the fly, and frequently only invited
into the venture equation long after the planning was done and serious mistakes had already
been planted deep into a startup's fabric–setting up the perfect hiding place for tomorrow's
obvious failures.One day, frustrated by the latest consequences of this standard model, we
decided to join forces and write No Dead Monkeys so that anyone could equip themselves with
some basic principles, a few corrective measures and a set of tools and rules that we think
inevitably reside at the heart of most genuinely successful ventures.No Dead Monkeys isn't
about dictating a list of unbreakable steps, killing imagination and individual inspiration in the
process. It would be foolish to suggest that there is a single path for a successful venture any
more than there is a single unwavering path for a human being in this life. Eccentricity is often
tomorrow's normal. It can be vital for success and to hamper it can be fatal, especially in the
early days. This truth particularly applies to how you communicate. One organization's proven



way of communicating could be another's disaster, something no one else could get away
with.For this reason, we wanted this book to be a short and hopefully potent one, distilling hard-
won lessons into a cross between a handbook that can be dipped into for functional day-to-day
guidance and a source of solid principles worth revisiting and re-enforcing as your venture
grows--wherever you are, whether it's Silicon Valley, Berlin, Tel Aviv, Bangalore, London, São
Paulo, New York, Singapore or Sydney. Why No Dead Monkeys? Stick around, you'll find out. --
Jeremy and Jonathan Chapter 2A Brief but Sad Story to Sober Up Even the Wildest of
MonkeysSee, you didn't need to wait long at all for us to get down to dead monkeys. And we
promise that soon you'll be seeing monkeys at risk all around you. The prospect of dead
monkeys threaten every venture from the young startup to the more mature. Conversely, and
here's the good news, being aware of the reality of dead monkeys will make your organization
remarkably strong, resilient and integrated.So dead monkeys is just a figure of speech, right?
Alas, the dead monkeys we are talking about are only too real and were once very much alive.
Even worse, they lived in a world famous zoo, which we will not name lest we get sued. Here's
the story as told to us by a leading technology executive with firsthand knowledge of the sad
chain of events.The zoo was making a transition from the old, non-computer way of running
things to an incredibly complex system that promised to manage almost everything with
automatic ease. The system was put into place and everyone was focused on making sure it
hummed along. Engineers tinkered. Developers fixed lines of code. Consultants consulted. And
then monkeys began to die. One after the other. Kaput.What happened? Someone had forgotten
to feed the monkeys. The system was supposed to have taken care of that as it deftly juggled
work schedules and feeding times. Except it hadn't. And when it hadn't there was no mitigating
common sense to prevent disaster. Looking back the fix seemed obvious, but by that time the
monkeys were already dead.We chose the name for this book because as Schopenhauer said:
even the gods fight in vain against stupidity. Anyone who has spent ten minutes in the corporate
world knows that stupidity is alive and well, fostered by group think, no-skin-in-the-game
management and an over-reliance on technology and process. But despite the lean and mean
facade and the bootstrap ethos of the supposedly smart startup world, stupidity is alive and well
there too. The main difference being that in the big corporation stupidity causes stagnation and
atrophy, while in the startup world, in which a massive number of ventures fail, stupidity causes
almost certain death.Chapter 2A Brief but Sad Story to Sober Up Even the Wildest of
MonkeysSee, you didn't need to wait long at all for us to get down to dead monkeys. And we
promise that soon you'll be seeing monkeys at risk all around you. The prospect of dead
monkeys threaten every venture from the young startup to the more mature. Conversely, and
here's the good news, being aware of the reality of dead monkeys will make your organization
remarkably strong, resilient and integrated.So dead monkeys is just a figure of speech, right?
Alas, the dead monkeys we are talking about are only too real and were once very much alive.
Even worse, they lived in a world famous zoo, which we will not name lest we get sued. Here's
the story as told to us by a leading technology executive with firsthand knowledge of the sad



chain of events.The zoo was making a transition from the old, non-computer way of running
things to an incredibly complex system that promised to manage almost everything with
automatic ease. The system was put into place and everyone was focused on making sure it
hummed along. Engineers tinkered. Developers fixed lines of code. Consultants consulted. And
then monkeys began to die. One after the other. Kaput.What happened? Someone had forgotten
to feed the monkeys. The system was supposed to have taken care of that as it deftly juggled
work schedules and feeding times. Except it hadn't. And when it hadn't there was no mitigating
common sense to prevent disaster. Looking back the fix seemed obvious, but by that time the
monkeys were already dead.We chose the name for this book because as Schopenhauer said:
even the gods fight in vain against stupidity. Anyone who has spent ten minutes in the corporate
world knows that stupidity is alive and well, fostered by group think, no-skin-in-the-game
management and an over-reliance on technology and process. But despite the lean and mean
facade and the bootstrap ethos of the supposedly smart startup world, stupidity is alive and well
there too. The main difference being that in the big corporation stupidity causes stagnation and
atrophy, while in the startup world, in which a massive number of ventures fail, stupidity causes
almost certain death.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great, No BS guide to communications. This is a great practical read for
any business executive.Most business books are 90% fluff and 10% value, where I think this has
turned the tables.As i read through this book, every page has a valuable lesson.I have applied
many of the lessons to our business, and i can see it working.If you want good information and
no bulls***, read this book.if you want to become a millionaire over night, read those other
books.”

LexiMorph, “Succinct and spot on. I have just witnessed another small business with strong
potential come unravelled, primarily because of miscommunication. There were other reasons
as well, but most could have been resolved by using the ideas in this book. Kudos and thanks to
the authors.”

mangrovejack, “There is a number of 'must reads' when a founder .... There is a number of 'must
reads' when a founder is considering heading into the unknown. No dead monkeys is not only
essential its as important as the mission statement and the MVP. The startup world is tricky and
as we all wade through design, tech, product market fit and other issues; at the core is the ability
to communicate and to be effective communicators.We all get caught up in getting everything
right while we should be listening to the stories in No Dead Monkeys, learn from the authors
mistakes and from their hard won battles in PR and marketing strategies.I have this book in my
office draw and have referred to it often over the last few months as we have been battling to get
our messaging right, find our place in the marketplace and make sure we are not a dead
monkey!”

Adam Bender, “Great primer on why communications matter. This is a great primer that is sure to
make startups think more seriously about communications in all aspects of the business. The
authors have extensive experience on both the PR and media side of the equation and share
some great examples of what can help -- and what can kill -- a young business. No Dead
Moneys is a relatively short book, and I think there's definitely potential for the authors to use it
as the first part in a larger and more comprehensive volume. However, as a quick reference that
can be looked back at many times, No Dead Monkeys makes for an indispensable little eBook.”

Tyler Neville, “Must Read If You Are Starting Your Own Company. A flowing & witty guide that
articulates the avoidable pitfalls that many startup companies encounter. No Dead Monkeys is a
mission statement on how to communicate effectively and create an identity for your nascent
company. The author leads the reader towards water while continuously engaging with
anecdotes and metaphors. Complicated ideas are transformed into seamless execution as you
learn to tell your company's "story.""The eccentricity of today is often tomorrow's normal" ...Love
it!”



Miles G., “Required reading for Startups and MBA's. Absolutely required reading for not only
startups, but MBA students! Don't think the brevity of this book is a reflection of its quality or
character. It is concise, digestible, and PACKED with insanely useful material. Being an
entrepreneur is a difficult tightrope to walk, and the plain speaking lessons in this little tome are
implementable and effective immediately. Stop reading my review. Read this book.”

Stew Glynn, “Great guide on why comms matter - targeted at start-up and early stage!. Great
content - practical and useful for startups/founders when kicking off their journey.It's a necessity
to communicate effectively with your customers and create an identity, No Dead Monkeys gives
you practical advice and learnings on how!PR & media is so important for building and growing a
business, learn from industry experts!”

Stew Glynn, “Great guide on why comms matter - targeted at start-up and early stage!. Great
content - practical and useful for startups/founders when kicking off their journey.It's a necessity
to communicate effectively with your customers and create an identity, No Dead Monkeys gives
you practical advice and learnings on how!PR & media is so important for building and growing a
business, learn from industry experts!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 9 people have provided feedback.
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